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Abstract

SHARE with CHARM program (SHAREv3) implements the statistical hadronization model de-
scription of particle production in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. Given a set of statistical param-
eters, SHAREv3 program evaluates yields and therefore alsoratios, and furthermore, statistical
particle abundance fluctuations. The physical bulk properties of the particle source is evaluated
based on all hadrons produced, including the fitted yields. The bulk properties can be prescribed
as a fit input complementing and/or replacing the statistical parameters. The modificationsand
improvements in the SHARE suite of programs are oriented towards recent and forthcoming LHC
hadron production results including charm hadrons. This SHAREv3 release incorporates all fea-
tures seen previously in SHAREv1.x and v2.x and, beyond, we include a complete treatment of
charm hadrons and their decays, which further cascade and feed lighter hadron yields. This article
is a complete and self-contained manual explaining and introducing both the conventional and the
extended capabilities of SHARE with CHARM. We complement the particle list derived from the
Particle Data Group tabulation [1] composed of up, down, strangeu, d, s quarks (including reso-
nances) with hadrons containing charmc, c̄ quarks. We provide a table of the charm hadron decays
including partial widths. The branching ratios of each charm hadron decays add to unity, which
is achieved by including some charm hadron decay channels based on theoretical consideration in
the absence of direct experimental information. A very successful interpretation of all available
LHC results has been already obtained using this program.
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Nature of problem: The Understanding of hadron production incorporating the four u, d, s, c quark flavors
is essential for the understanding of the properties of quark–gluon plasma created in relativistic heavy-ion
collisions in the large-hadron collider (LHC) energy domain. We describe hadron production by a hot fire-
ball within the statistical hadronization model (SHM) allowing for the chemical nonequilibrium of all quark
flavors individually. By fitting particle abundances subject to bulk property constraints in the source, we
find the best SHM model parameters. This approach allows to test physical hypotheses regarding hadron
production mechanisms in relativistic heavy-ion collisions, physical properties of the source at hadroniza-
tion and the validity of the statistical hadronization model itself. The abundance of light hadrons made ofu,
d ands constituent quarks [2] and their fluctuations [3] were the core physics contents of the prior releases
SHAREv1.x and v2.x respectively. We now consider the hadronization of the heavier charm quarks, a phe-
nomenon of relevance in the analysis of recent and forthcoming LHC results. We introduce bulk matter
constraints such as a prescribed charge to baryon ratio originating in the initial state valanceu andd quark
content of colliding nuclei. More generally, all the bulk physical properties of the particle source such as en-
ergy, entropy, pressure, strangeness content and baryon number of the fireball at hadronization are evaluated
and all of these can be used as fit constraints. The charm quarkdegree of freedom is handled as follows:
given an input number of charm quark pairs at the time of charmchemical freeze-out, we populate charm
hadron yield according to rules of statistical hadronization for a prescribed set of parameters associated
with the particle source, such as bulk matter fugacities. A seperate charm hadronization temperature can be
chosen and fitted, and as an option it is possible to make this temperature the same as the fitted hadroniza-
tion temperature ofu, d, s-quarks. Charm hadron resonances decay feeding ‘stable’ charm hadrons. These
stable charm hadrons are so short-lived that within currenttechnological detector capabilities practically all
their decay products are feeding light hadron yields. Thesecharm decay feeds are changing the abundances
of produced hadrons in a pattern that differs from particle to particle.
Solution method: SHARE with CHARM builds in its approach upon the numerical method developed for
its predecessor, SHARE [2, 3] for the evaluation of the distribution of light (u, d, s) hadrons. SHARE with
CHARM distributes a prescribed numberNcc̄ of charmc + c̄ quarks into individual charm hadrons apply-
ing statistical hadronization rules in a newly added computation module ‘CHARM’ obtaining the yields
evaluating appropriate series of Bessel functions. Similarly to light hadrons, the charm hadrons decays
are evaluated using pre-existent tables derived from PDG listing [1], proceeding from the heaviest to the
lightest particle. The yields of each hadron are obtained using decay branching ratio tables of the mother
particle yield – where data was not available, appropriate theoretical model was implemented to assure that
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all particles decayed with 100% probability. Each of the resultant daughter hadron contributions is added
to this u, d, s hadron yield computed independently for the related set of SHM parameters in the SHARE
module. The total yield is subsequently subject to the weak decays (WD) of strange hadrons. A user gen-
erated or default WD control file defines what portion of theu, d, s particle yield decays weekly feeding
other particles in turn, and which fraction given the detection capability is observed. Once final observable
hadron yields are so obtained, we compare these with the experimental data aiming in an iteration to find
the best set of prescribed SHM parameters for the yield ofu, d, s hadrons observed.. The CHARM module
is associated with two new SHM parameters, the charm hadronization temperatureTcharm (which can be
defaulted toT obtained for the otheru, d, s hadrons) and the total yield ofNcc̄ = c + c̄ quarks, calledNcbc.
These and all other SHM parameters are discussed in text.
Reasons for the new version:*
Since the release of SHAREv1 in 2004 [2] and SHAREv2 in 2006 [3], heavy-ion collision experiments
underwent major development in both detector technology and collision energy. The forthcoming tracker
upgrade of STAR at BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the current tracking precision of
ALICE at CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) require upgrades of the SHARE program described below.
In the anticipation of significant charm abundance at LHC, SHARE with CHARM allows the study of all
charm hadron production. Charm hadron decays are particularly important because they are a significant
source of multistrange hadrons. The introduction of charm component of the hadron spectrum into SHM
is crucial for correct interpretation of particle production and QGP fireball properties at hadronization in
heavy-ion collisions at TeV energy scale. SHARE with CHARM is an easy-to-use program, which offers a
common framework for SHM analysis of all contemporary heavy-ion collision experiments for the coming
years.
Summary of revisions:*
The charm hadron mass spectrum and decays have been fully implemented in the provided program pack-
age. We provide a current up-to-date detailed list of charm hadrons and resonances together with their
numerous decay channels within the set of fully updated input files that correspond to the present PDG sta-
tus [1]. Considering the enhanced tracking capabilities ofLHC experiments and similar RHIC capability,
the default behavior of weak decay feed-down has been updated to not accept any weak feed-down unless
specified otherwise by the user. The common framework for allcontemporary heavy-ion experiments re-
quired an update of the format of the particle list and of the content to correspond to present day PDG.
SHARE with CHARM is backward compatible with the previous release, SHAREv2, in terms of calcula-
tion capabilities and use of control files. However, SHARE user may need to update and or add individual
input file command lines in order to assure that same tasks areperformed, considering that defaults, e.g.,
characterizing weak decays, have been modified. Furthermore quite a few interface improvements have
been implemented and are described in detail further in thismanual. They allow considerable simplification
of control files.
Running time: From a few seconds in case of calculating hadron yields and bulk properties given a pre-
scribed set of model parameters, to∼ 30 hours in case of fitting all parameters to experimental data and
calculation with finite widths. Sample calculation provided in the program package, which demonstrates
the program capabilities other than calculation with finitewidths, took just under 2 hours on both 2.1 GHz
CPU (2MB L2 cache) laptop and 2.5 GHz CPU (6MB L2 cache) cluster computing node. Simple fit of
model parameters to a data set (provided as default in the package) takes about 5 minutes.
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Quick Start reference

Installation

This section provides a quick reference how to install SHAREwith CHARM on most common
PC with GNU Linux system, namely we assumegfortran andg++ compilers andcernlib
installed. If you encounter any problems following this quick guide, please refer to Section 6 for
detailed installation guide.

1. In a terminal, navigate into a folder where you want to install SHARE with CHARM and
download the package with the command
wget http://www.physics.arizona.edu/~gtshare/SHARE/sharev3.zip

2. Unzip the package contents with the command (this will create a new subfoldersharev3)
unzip sharev3.zip

3. Enter the unpacked folder using
cd sharev3
and compile SHARE with CHARM using
make

Running SHARE with CHARM

Once SHARE with CHARM is compiled, it can be run in a terminal with the command
./share
If you have not already, it is a good idea to run the program once with the default setup. Individual
operations SHARE performs during a run are specified in the filesharerun.data. Without any
changes to the input files after installation, the program ispreset to read the provided input files
and to perform a chemical non-equilibrium fit to 10-20% centrality data from Pb–Pb collisions at
LHC employing only 2 free parametersT , V – this calculation takes typically less than 10 seconds.

Let us show how to modify the input files in order to perform a semi-equilibrium fit to the same
data set instead of the simplified full non-equilibrium. Note that for the purpose of this quick start
we do not explain in full detail all inputs that will appear below.

Changing the nature of the fit requires a few steps. We begin bychanging the fit output filename
(so the old fit is not overwritten), than changing a parametervalue, and learning how to include
the parameter among those being fitted.

Changing fit output file name Looking at the contents ofsharerun.data in a text editor, the
fitting command is the following line
CALC FITRATIOS fitTESTne.out
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It tells SHARE to perform a fit (FITRATIOS) all free parameters to experimental data, and
that the output file name isfit1020ne.out. The file is overwritten every run. So let us
redirect the new output to another file by changing this line to
CALC FITRATIOS fitTESTse.out
so we have both outputs for comparison. The output filename has to be 13 characters long.
Remember to keep two spaces between each word.

Setting parameter value Parameter values are set inthermo.data file. Open it in a text editor
of your choice. Chemical semi-equilibrium is defined byγq = 1 and thus we need to change
the line starting with the parameter name,gamq, to read
gamq 1.
The format is such that you must remember to keep four spaces after the parameter name
and always enter a decimal point even for integer values. Thevalues specified in this input
are either fixed parameter values, or the initial fitted parameter values. Final cross check of
fits with several different initial parameter values is advisable to fully understand errors and
fit stability, i.e., that the fit converges to the same minimumfrom different starting point(s)
in the parameter space and that error is not underestimated.

Fixing/Fitting a parameter Parameter ranges for this test run defined inratioset.test file
(equivalent toratioset.data, Section 3.1.2). Upon opening the file in a text editor, you
will notice that each parameter has a separate line such as the following one forgams (γs):
gams 0.1 9. 0.1 0
In the previous non-equilibrium fit,gams was fixed. Parameter with0 in the last column
will be kept constant at the value specified inthermo.data file during a fit, whereas
parameters with1 in the last column are to be changed within the allowed range (first two
numbers on the line). The different value ofγq we set in the previous step will result in a
new value ofγs, so let us releasegams by changing the0 to 1 on the above quoted line, so
the line now reads:
gams 0.1 9. 0.1 1
demanding that the program finds the best value ofγs to describe the data.

With the above modifications, running./share again will produce a new output file with semi-
equilibrium fit (with 3 free parameters,T , V andγs) obtained for the same experimental data
defined in the fileLHC1020MI.data. Note that the resulting fit should have lower CL as other
SHM parameters for purpose of this example remain fixed to their optimized full non-equilibrium
values.

Changing experimental data point Every line inLHC1020MI.data contains one data point
name, experimental value, statistical and systematic error and whether or not this data point
is fitted or only evaluated during a fit. For example, the experimenta yield ofΛ = 17± 2 is
defined on the following line:
Lm1115zer prt_yield 17. 2.0 0. 1
One can change the value from 17± 2 to a different one by changing the numbers. The data
point can be excluded from the fit by changing the1 to a0 in the last column. Similarly
to fixing a parameter above, this implies that the experimental value will not be fitted, its
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theoretical value will be calculated based on the model parameters irrespective of its exper-
imental value.

SHARE with CHARM program is far more capable than the basic operation shown in this
Quick Start guide, we refer the reader to the following 30 pages for details about program opera-
tion, input file structure, and full description of program capabilities.

1. Physics motivation

Strong interaction reactions usually lead to high multiplicity of produced particles. A non-
perturbative description of particle production has been proposed originally by Fermi [1] based
on statistical ideas and later the model was developed further by considering the reaction volume
expansion and realizing that at some point during the expansion, the particle density decreases
below the point, where they can interact with each other. This stage is referred to as chemical
freeze-out. Next important feature included the hadron resonance mass spectrum significantly in-
creasing the number of states to be populated in the statistical approach. The hadron resonance
spectrum implied that the hadronic matter could undergo a phase transition at Hagedorn temper-
atureTH ∼ 160 MeV into a gas of quarks. For the statistical model milestones and more detailed
history, see [1] and other references in [2].

Relativistic heavy-ion collisions allow us to create a fireball of matter at very high temperature
and density in a laboratory. The objective of the heavy-ion collision program is to study the
formation of a deconfined state of matter, the quark–gluon plasma (QGP) and its transition to
hadronic matter. The Early Universe has been composed of QGPup until a few microseconds
after the Big Bang, when quarks and gluons merged into hadrons, particles that we see around
us today. Creation of a small fireball of matter, where quarksand gluons are not bound, would
confirm that deconfinement is a property of strong interaction vacuum state. An overview of the
matter can be found for example in [3].

The short lifetime and the extreme conditions leave us with indirect observations of the fire-
ball. It is challenging to identify unique probes that allowus to distinguish between a deconfined
QGP and a sequence of hadron interactions leading to the finalhadron state we observe experi-
mentally. High multiplicity of produced hadrons is a characteristic feature of heavy-ion collisions
irrespective of whether or not deconfined state of matter hasbeen achieved during the collision.
Specific properties of the final hadron state can distinguishbetween the two scenarios of hadron
production. For details about the differences in the final hadron state see, e.g., [4].

Statistical hadronization model has been used in the past decades to describe hadron produc-
tion in heavy-ion collisions at CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) (

√
sNN = 8 − 17 GeV),

RHIC (
√

sNN = 64− 200 GeV) and recently at LHC (
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV) with oftentimes great
accuracy. Despite the variety of SHM approaches (chemical equilibria of different flavors, post-
hadronization interactions,. . . ) has a common evolution pattern, at some point during the evolu-
tion, the phase space of stable hadrons and resonances is populated as described by their respective
statistical distributions. Then, the resonances decay andthus significantly increase the yields of
the daughter particles.

Proper model description of the final hadron state yields information about the source of
hadrons in relativistic heavy-ion collisions and its properties at the time of hadronization, the
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transition from the deconfined QGP phase into hadrons. We have compiled an upgraded program
‘SHARE with CHARM’, which produces the final hadron yields and ratios based on intensive
parameters of the particle source. We have prepared a package, that takes advantage of already
implemented and thoroughly tested program SHAREv2 writtenin Fortran 77 and we comple-
ment it with an external module written in C++ which adds proper description of charm hadron
production according to the current status of the field including updated input data tables.

For accurate description of the final hadron spectrum, it is necessary to implement a detailed
list of hadron states and their decay branching ratios. Seemingly negligible assumptions about
both can lead to significant differences in the results of such analysis. Frequent testing and cross-
checks with the Particle Data Book [5] and other available programs (see, e.g., [6] and references
therein) give us confidence, that the hadron spectrum and decay pattern of hadrons consisting of
u, d ands quarks are well described in our program. Our hadron mass spectrum involves all ****
and *** resonances. This program update introduces charm mesons depicted in Figure 1 and
charm baryons schematically depicted in Figure 1 together with their higher mass *** and ****
resonances.

Particles, that evaporate from a hot boiling quark–gluon ‘soup’ statistically according to the
accessible phase space can be described by the SHM. In this scenario, one expects the final hadron
state near, but not generally in chemical equilibrium. In the case of more dynamical evolution and
sudden hadronization, the final hadron state can be out of chemical equilibrium irrespective of the
fireball being or not being chemically equilibrated. Very slow hadronization process, in which all
quark flavors have time to (re-)equilibrate in the hadron phase, can also be described statistically,
the different scenarios will be reflected by the values of model parameters.

SHARE with CHARM introduces charm statistical hadronization. Charmonium production,
an important subtopic, has a long and colorful history. The possibility that the deconfined QGP
phase is suppressing the primordial direct charmonium yield was proposed as a signature of QGP
formation [7]. In absence of absolute normalized yields theexperimental study involved consid-
eration of relative abundance as function of centrality,R

J/ψ

AA
, which result indicated the expected

suppression. Once absolute yield of charmonium became available it was recognized that the
absolute yield could in fact be due to chemical equilibrium statistical hadronization [8]. The dis-
covery that one can describe ’onium production near to equilibrium reintroduced the chemical
equilibrium hadronization of charm hadrons [9, 10] into consideration.

Finding the charm abundance in chemical equilibrium can be the result of an analysis per-
formed with our program. However, we view the charm yield as arising from a long and complex
evolution in QGP. Charm is produced in hard parton scattering very early in the collision [11]. The
yield of charm may evolve from its creation in the initial collision until freeze-out, see Figures 35
and 36 in Ref.[12] where examples of possible evolution of chemical phase space parameterγc

and charm abundance in the QGP are shown. At high matter and charm densities achieved at
LHC, charm may be depleted via annihilation considering thelong fireball evolution time span,
and when temperature is low enough, hadrons emerge producedin coalescence processes [13–17].

Charm quarks are quite massive, about an order of magnitude above the expected freeze-out
temperature. Therefore, charm quarks may have on average smaller velocity of expansion than
the light (u, d, s) quarks and ‘fall behind’. As the size of charm particles is smaller, it is natural
to assume a higher decoupling temperatureTcharm, a feature we also introduce in this program
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Figure 1: Diagrams showing the 16-plets for the pseudoscalar and vector mesons on the left, where one can see non-
charm mesons on the center planes, and diagrams showing the baryon 20-plets (right) made ofu, d, s andc quarks,
where the mass and charm content increases from the base upwards. Figure derived from [5].

upgrade and which called for an external CHARM computational module.
SHAREv2 introduced event-by-event fluctuations of particle yields, which further enhanced

the model capabilities. They can be used to, e.g., falsify orsupport the SHM description in case
the fluctuations and yields cannot be or are described by the same set of thermal parameters.
They may also help decide which statistical ensemble is appropriate, and decouple the correlation
of certain thermal model parameters. In the following, we introduce grand-canonical ensemble
yields and fluctuations, see Section 2.1 and 2.4.

2. Statistical hadronization model in a nutshell

For correct evaluation of the final hadron state, one has to calculate the:

• primary particle yields at chemical freeze-out,
• charm hadron decays followed by
• decays of resonances.
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2.1. Particle yields and fluctuations

Using the standard textbook approach for grand-canonical ensemble, every hadron of speciesi

with energyEi =

√

m2
i
+ p2

i
populates the energy states according to Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein

distribution function:

ni ≡ ni (Ei) =
1

Υ−1
i

exp(Ei/T ) ± 1
, (1)

where the upper sign corresponds to fermions and the lower one to bosons. The fugacityΥi of the
i-th hadron species is described in detail below in Section 2.2. Then the hadron speciesi yield will
correspond to the integral of the distribution function (Eq.1) over the phase space multiplied by
the hadron spin degeneracygi = (2Ji + 1) and volumeV

〈Ni〉 ≡ 〈Ni(mi, gi,V, T,Υi)〉 = giV

∫

d3p

(2π)3
ni. (2)

The fluctuation of the yield (Eq.2) can be calculated as:

〈

(∆Ni)
2
〉

= Υi

∂〈Ni〉
∂Υi

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

T,V

= giV

∫

d3p

(2π)3
ni (1∓ ni) . (3)

It is more practical for numerical computation to express the above equations (Eq.2,3) as an ex-
pansion in modified Bessel functions (W(x) ≡ x2K2(x)) as

〈Ni〉 =
giVT 3

2π2

∞
∑

n=1

(±1)n−1Υn
i

n3
W

(

nmi

T

)

, (4)

〈

(∆Ni)
2
〉

=
giVT 3

2π2

∞
∑

n=1

(±1)n−1Υn
i

n3

(

2+ n − 1
n

)

W

(

nmi

T

)

. (5)

These expansions can be calculated to any desired accuracy as long as the integrals (Eq.2,3) con-
verge; for bosons one has to make sure thatΥi exp(−mi/T ) < 1, otherwise the yield integral〈Ni〉
diverges. For heavy (m ≫ T ) particles, such as charm hadrons, Boltzmann distributionis a good
approximation, i.e., it is sufficient to evaluate the first term of the expansion in Eq. 4, which is
indeed implemented in the CHARM module to reduce computation time at no observable loss of
precision.

To evaluate the yield of hadron resonance with finite widthΓi, one has to weigh the yield (Eq.2)
by the resonance mass using the Breit-Wigner distribution:

〈ÑΓi 〉 =
∫

dM 〈Ni(M, gi, T,V,Υi)〉
1
2π

Γi

(M − mi)2 + Γ2
i
/4

−→ 〈Ni〉 for Γi → 0. (6)

Using energy independent width implies a finite probabilityof the resonance being formed with
unrealistically small mass. To mitigate this unphysical scenario, one has to use the energy depen-
dent resonance width. The resonance decay energy thresholdis a limiting factor in the accessible
energy phase space. The partial width of a decay channeli→ j can be well approximated by

Γi→ j(M) = bi→ jΓi

[

1−
(mi j

M

)2
]li j+1/2

for M > mi j, (7)
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wherebi→ j is the decay channel branching ratio,mi j is the decay threshold (i.e., sum of the decay
product masses) andli j is the angular momentum released in the decay. The total energy dependent
width is then calculated using the partial widths (Eq. 7) forall decay channels of the resonance in
question as

Γi(M) =
∑

j

Γi→ j(M). (8)

For a resonance with a finite width, we can then replace Eq. 6 by

〈NΓi 〉 =
1
Ai

∑

j

∞
∫

mi j

dM 〈Ni(M, gi, T,V,Υi)〉
Γi→ j(M)

(M − mi)2 + Γi(M)2/4
, (9)

whereAi is a normalization constant equal to

Ai =
∑

j

∞
∫

mi j

dM
Γi→ j(M)

(M − mi)2 + Γi(M)2/4
. (10)

Eq. 9 is the form used in the program to evaluate hadron resonance yield whenever calculation
with finite width is required. Note, that yield evaluation with finite width is implemented only for
hadrons with no charm constituent quark, zero width (Γi = 0) is used for all charm hadrons.

2.2. Quark chemistry of the hadron state

The fugacity of hadron states affects yields of different hadrons based on their quark content.
It can be calculated from the individual constituent quark fugacities. In the most general case,
for a hadron consisting ofN i

u,N
i
d
,N i

s andN i
c up, down, strange and charm quarks respectively and

N i
ū,N

i

d̄
,N i

s̄ andN i
c̄ anti-quarks, the fugacity can be expressed as

Υi = (λuγu)
Ni

u(λdγd)Ni
d(λsγs)

Ni
s(λcγc)

Ni
c(λūγū)

Ni
ū(λd̄γd̄)Ni

d̄(λs̄γs̄)
Ni

s̄(λc̄γc̄)
Ni

c̄ , (11)

whereγ f is the phase space occupancy of flavorf andλ f is the fugacity factor of flavorf . Note,
that we allow for non-integer quark content to account for states likeη meson, which is imple-
mented asη = 0.55(uū+ dd̄)+ 0.45ss̄ in agreement with [18]. It can be shown that for quarks and
anti-quarks of the same flavor

γ f = γ f̄ and λ f = λ
−1
f̄
, (12)

which reduces the number of variables necessary to evaluatethe fugacity to a half.
It is a common practice to take advantage of the isospin symmetry and treat the two lightest

quarks (q = u, d) using light quark and isospin phase space occupancy and fugacity factors which
are obtained via a transformation of parameters:

γq =
√
γuγd, γ3 =

√

γu

γd

, (13)
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with straight forward backwards transformation

γu = γqγ3, γd = γq/γ3, (14)

and similarly for the fugacity factors

λq =
√

λuλd, λ3 =

√

λu

λd

, (15)

λu = λqλ3, λd = λq/λ3. (16)

Chemical potentials are closely related to fugacity, one can express an associated chemical
potentialµi for each hadron speciesi via

Υi = eµi/T . (17)

It is more common to express chemical potentials related to conserved quantum numbers of the
system, such as baryon numberB, strangenesss, third component of isospinI3 and charmc :

µB = 3T logλq, (18)

µS = T logλq/λs, (19)

µI3 = T logλ3, (20)

µC = T logλcλq, . (21)

(Notice the inverse definition ofµS , which has historical origin and is a source of frequent mistake).

2.2.1. Charm chemistry

While charm hadrons are well described by the above framework along with the other three
quark flavors, we follow slightly different approach in determining the charm chemical parameters.
First, we consider only symmetric charm+anti-charm pair production (and/or annihilation). At
LHC, for which SHARE with CHARM is optimized,µB is very small and therefore the charm
chemical potential is vanishing, and charm fugacity factoris effectively unity,λc = 1. This implies
that the number of charm quarks and anti-quarks is the same,Nc = Nc̄ = Nc+c̄/2. We determine
the charm phase space occupancyγc following the approach of [19], where the number of charm
quarksNc is given (as a model parameter) andγc is found by solving

〈Nc+c̄〉 = γc

(

γq〈Neq
qc 〉 + γs〈Neq

sc 〉 + γ2
q〈Neq

qqc〉 + γsγq〈Neq
cqs〉 + γ2

s〈Neq
ssc〉

)

+ γ2
c

(

〈Neq
cc 〉 + γq〈Neq

ccq〉 + γs〈Neq
ccs〉

)

+ γ3
c〈Neq

ccc〉, (22)

where〈Neq

i jk
〉 resp. 〈Neq

kl
〉 is the sum of equilibrium yields of baryons with quark content i jk and

ī j̄k̄, resp. mesons with quark contentkl̄ and k̄l. For instance,〈Neq
cu 〉 includesD0, D

0
, D∗(2007)0,

D
∗
(2007)0, etc. (Note that only in the Eq. 22,〈Neq

cc 〉 denotes the sum of charmonium yields,
whereasNcc̄ everywhere else in the text denotes the number of charm+anti-charm quarks.) Even
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though Eq. 22 is cubic inγc and has generally three solutions forγc, for physical values of all
quantities involved, only one of the solutions is positive and real and is accepted as the value ofγc.

The hadronization of charm itself is a new phenomenon in the physics of heavy-ion collisions
and very little is known about this process. Predictions forthe amount of charm created in heavy-
ion collisions at LHC expect 123± 77 charm+anti-charm quark pairs created in a central Pb–Pb
collision [20]. We expect this amount to be slightly modifiedby annihilation and not very abundant
thermal production of charm quarks during the expansion of the fireball. Massive charm quarks
may expand slower outwards from the primary vertex of the collision. During hadronization, they
may find themselves at a point within the fireball at slightly higher temperature. In this case, charm
would populate the charm hadron phase space at a temperatureabove that of the light flavors. We
introduce the charm hadronization temperatureTcharm and use it in Eq. 4 to calculate charm hadron
yields and in Eq. 22 when determining the value ofγc. The ratio of charm to light hadronization
temperature is a newly introduced model parameter, see Section 3.1.

2.3. Resonance decays

During the evaluation of hadron yields, the program first calculates the event-by-event average
yields and fluctuations at hadronization treating resonances as particles with well defined mass.
These quantities are in general different from experimentally observed yields and fluctuations.
The resonances decay rapidly after the freeze-out and feed lighter resonances and stable particle
yields. The final stable particle yields are obtained by allowing all resonances to decay sequentially
from the heaviest to the lightest and thus correctly accounting for resonance cascades. Final yield
of each hadroni is then a combination of primary production and feed from resonance decays

〈Ni〉 = 〈Ni〉primary+
∑

j,i

B j→i〈N j〉, (23)

whereB j→i is the probability (branching ratio) that particlej will decay into particlei. Applied
recursively, Eq. 23 reproduces the experimentally observed yields.

For non-charm hadrons, all decay channels with branching ratio ≥ 10−2 were accepted, but the
higher number of charm hadron decays (a few hundred(!) in some cases) with smaller branching
ratios required to accept all decay channels with branchingratio ≥ 10−4. Since charm hadrons
in a lot of cases decay into more than three particles, a different approach in implementing them
has to be used, see further in Section 3.3.3. There is still a lot of uncertainty in charm decay
channels. Some of them are experimentally difficult to confirm, but required by, e.g., the isospin
symmetry and had to be added by hand for several charm hadrons. For example, a measuredΛ+c
decay channel

Λ+c → pK
0
π0 (3.3± 1.0)%, (24)

is complemented by the unobserved isospin symmetric channel

Λ+c → nK
0
π+ (3.3± 1.0)%, (25)

with the same branching ratio.
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The influence of resonance feed-down on fluctuations is the following:

〈(∆N j→i)
2〉 = B j→i(N j→i − B j→i)〈N j〉 + B2

j→i〈(∆N j)
2〉. (26)

The first term corresponds to the fluctuations of the mother particle j, which decays into particlei
with branching ratioB j→i. N j→i is the number of particlesi produced in the decay ofi (inclusive
production) so that

∑

i B j→i = N j→i. For nearly all decays of almost all resonancesN j→i = 1,
however, there are significant exceptions to this includingproduction of multipleπ0, such asη →
3π0. The second term in Eq. 26 corresponds to the fluctuation in the yield of the mother particle
(resonance).

2.4. Fluctuations — volume fluctuations, fluctuations of ratios and finite acceptance

In most recent heavy-ion experiments, particle yields and fluctuations are measured in a limited
kinematic domain, usually a well defined rapidity range around y = 0 (central rapidity). Results
are then reported per unit of rapidity, e.g., particle yields aredNi/dy. The acceptance domain is
in the boost invariant limit equivalent to a configuration space sub-volume [21] and it follows that
both particle ratios and fluctuations satisfy:

〈Ni〉
〈N j〉

=
dNi/dy

dN j/dy
, (27)

and the scaled varianceσ2
X of quantityX defined as

σ2
X =
〈(∆X)2〉
〈X〉 =

〈X2〉 − 〈X〉2

〈X〉 , (28)

will be given by

σ2
Ni
=

dσ2
Ni

dy
. (29)

The evaluation of grand canonical ensemble (GCE) fluctuations (Eq. 5) neglects the fluctua-
tions of volume. These are accounted for by dividing the observed fluctuation into an extensive
and intensive part as follows:

〈(∆X)2〉 ≈ 〈(∆x)2〉〈V〉2 + 〈x〉2〈(∆V)2〉, (30)

where〈x〉 and〈x2〉 can be calculated using the above equations in this section.Volume fluctuations
〈(∆V)2〉 are difficult to describe in a model independent way and thus the suggested procedure to
avoid this problem is to choose observables independent of volume fluctuations. Observables for
which 〈x〉2 ≪ 〈(∆x)2〉 are good candidates. Event-by-event fluctuations of particle ratios are even
better choice as they are volume fluctuation independent by construction. With a complete decay
tree, the fluctuations of particle ratios can be evaluated using the numerator’s and denominator’s
fluctuations. However, one has to keep in mind that resonancedecays produce both fluctuations
and correlations, as the decays can feed both the numerator and the denominator. For the variance
of a ratio of two particlesN1/N2, one should use

σ2
N1/N2

=
〈(∆N1)2〉
〈N1〉2

+
〈(∆N2)2〉
〈N2〉2

− 2
〈∆N1∆N2〉
〈N1〉〈N2〉

. (31)
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The last correlation term depends on the resonance decays into both particles as

〈∆N1∆N2〉 = 〈N1N2〉 − 〈N1〉〈N2〉 ≃
∑

j

B j→1,2〈N j〉. (32)

Even thoughσ2
N

is independent of the average system volume〈V〉, the variance of a ratio acquires
dependence on it since ratio fluctuations scale with〈N〉−1. An analysis incorporating particle
fluctuations should therefore include some particle yieldsdata and system volume is strongly
suggested as a free fit parameter (see Section 3.1 for technical details on how to accomplish this).

Most common way to separate detector acceptance effects from physics is to evaluate the fluc-
tuations in ‘mixed’ events, where particles from distinct events are combined. By construction,
such fluctuations contain only detector acceptance effects as the particles themselves are not cor-
related in any other way. Hence, the normalized ‘static’ fluctuationσ2

stat is determined only by a
trivial Poisson contribution and the detector effects. In the SHM, the static fluctuation is

(

σ2
Ni

)

stat
= 1. (33)

The correlation term,〈∆N1∆N2〉 of the particle ratioN1/N2 in mixed events vanishes in Eq. 31 and
hence the fluctuation of the ratio simplifies to

(

σ2
N1/N2

)

stat
=

1
〈N1〉

+
1
〈N2〉

. (34)

The dynamical fluctuationσ2
dyn defined by

σ2
dyn =

√

σ2 − σ2
stat, (35)

corresponds to the difference of the directly measured fluctuationσ2 and the static fluctuation from
mixed eventsσ2

stat and can be shown to be independent of detector acceptance [22]. This makes
theσ2

dyn more robust to compare with fluctuation estimates from SHM.
Mixed event particles are uncorrelated and hence mixed event techniques cannot account for

detector acceptance effects while evaluating particle correlations. The Eqs. 23 and 26 need to use
a corrected branching ratiosB j→i → α j→iB j→i, and consequently, Eq. 31 needs to be updated as
well to read:

σ2
N1/N2

=
〈(∆N1)2〉
〈N1〉2

+
〈(∆N2)2〉
〈N2〉2

− 2α12
〈∆N1∆N2〉
〈N1〉〈N2〉

. (36)

The first correction factor we introduced,α j→i, correspond to the probability that particlei will
end up in the detector acceptance provided that particlej is also inside the region. The second
correction,α12, corresponds to the probability that both decay products are within the detector
acceptance. For boost invariant system with full azimuthalcoverage,α j→i = 1, since the particles
leaving the detector acceptance will be balanced by those entering it. Unlikeα12, which in general
is α12 < 1, since for resonances outside the detector acceptance with one of the decay products
entering the detector acceptance, the other cannot enter itdue to momentum conservation. In
practice, this is necessary only at RHIC (much less at LHC) for some weak decays, which are
experimentally distinguishable from primary particles. In the program, we offer the option to
enter the correction factorα12 for any resonance decay as an input parameter, see Section 3.3.2 for
details how to accomplish this.
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Figure 2: (color online) Schematics of the SHARE with CHARM program structure. Default input file names are
written in blue, program commands in red and output files in purple.

3. SHARE with CHARM program structure

The basic structure of the program is depicted in Figure 3. Itrequires a total of six input
files containing list of particles, decay tree, and model parameters. The program can perform
a multitude of commands, which are read at run time from the file (sharerun.data). The
computational and fitting block will perform commands in therun file as entered one after another
generally independently of each other. Each command produces an output into a separate file
named by the user. The mandatory input files the user has to provide are (default filenames listed):

• particles.data (14–letter filename) — list of particle properties,
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• decays.data (11–letter filename) — list of non-charm hadron decays,

• HFfeed.data (constant filename) — list of inclusive branching ratios of charm hadrons,

• thermo.data (11–letter filename) — list of model parameters,

• ratioset.data (13–letter filename) — list of model parameter ranges,

• totratios.data (14–letter filename) — experimental data and physical properties re-
quested in the output

• sharerun.data (constant filename) — the driving file with a list of commands to per-
form,

and an optional input file with weak feed-down corrections

• weak.feed (9–letter filename) — list of weak decay feed-down correctionsα12, as de-
scribed in Section 2.4.

If the user does not specify any of the mandatory input files explicitly, the program will look for
the input file with the default name and will not run correctlyif any of the mandatory input files
is missing. In all of these files, the user can enter a comment by starting a line with the pound
character,#. All subsequent characters after# on the line will be ignored. We will address the
structure of each input files below in a separate section. It should be pointed out that all input
files are read by the program as fixed format input and it is hence crucial to keep their structure
including the number of characters allocated for each record (including blank spaces between the
records). The only exception is the charm hadron decay fileHFfeed.data, which can include
any positive number of blank characters (spaces or tabs) in between the records.

3.1. Thermal parameters

3.1.1. List of thermal parameters (11-letter filename, default: thermo.data)

The thermal parameter file contains a list of parameters of the model together with their initial
value. All parameter names are 4–letter tags. Thethermo.data file has to contain the 12
parameters as in the provided program package. We show in Table 1 the typical contents of a
sample file together with the description of each parameter.The units are GeV and fm3, where
applicable.

The fugacity factorsλi (i = q, s, I3) may be replaced by their respective chemical potentials
according to Eqs. 18–20. The respective tags aremu_b, mu_s, andmui3.

The parameter tags in this file are used throughout the program, so it is highly advisablenot

to change the parameter names, as it may result in unpredictable (if any) results. On the other
hand, we encourage the user to change the initial parameter values in this file. The format of every
line comprises a 4–letter parameter tag and 4 spaces followed by the initial value of the respective
parameter. The relevant Fortran format statement is(A4,4X,F31.19).
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Table 1: Structure of thethermo.data file containing thermal parameters and their respective initial values.

Parameter Initial Value Parameter decsription
norm 2200. absolute normalization in fm3

temp 0.139 chemical freeze-out temperatureT in GeV
lamq 1.0055 light quark fugacity factor
lams 1.0 strangeness fugacity factor
gamq 1.0 light quark phase space occupancy
gams 1.0 strangeness phase space occupancy
lmi3 1.00 I3 fugacity factor (Eq. 15)
accu 0.001 calculations accuracy
dvol 0. statistical pressure ensemble fluctuations (Eq. 30)
gam3 1. I3 phase space occupancy (Eq. 13)
lamc 1. charm fugacity factor (currently fixed to λc = 1)
Ncbc 0. number ofc + c̄ quarks
tc2t 1. ratio of charm to the light quark hadronization tempera-

tureTcharm/T

3.1.2. Fit parameter ranges (13-letter filename, default: ratioset.data)

Theratioset.data file defines the ranges of parameters that will be varied during a fit
and which parameters will be kept constant. For each parameter, this file contains the lower and
upper limits of its range and the initial step size during minimization with MINUIT. Typical for-
mat of this file is shown in Table 2. The last column is each row states if the parameter is to be
fitted within the specified range (1), or kept constant (0). All parameters defined in the thermal
parameters filethermo.data have to be defined in theratioset.data file as well, however,
the parameters do not have to be in the same order in both files.Every line in this file must be
compatible with the following format:(A4,3X,2F7.1,F7.5,I4)

If the upper and lower limits for a parameter are equal and theparameter is to be fitted, MINUIT
will consider this parameter unconstrained during a fit. In case the user chooses to fit only exper-
imental particle ratios and densities, the volume is automatically kept constant. We have found
that the order of parameters, which is maintained during MINUIT calls, affect the quality (speed,
reliability) of the resulting fit. The user is advised to input the most important fit parameters first,
usuallytemp andnorm. Second, highly correlated parameters should be placed oneright after
the other. Note, that some fit parameters (e.g., strangenessfugacity factorλs) can be a result of a
conservation law (e.g., of strangeness). For details aboutpossible conservation law implementa-
tions, see Section 3.4.5.

3.2. Particle properties data file (14–letter filename, default : particles.data)

This input file contains the list of particles and its properties, specifically the particle name,
mass, width, spin, isospin, quark content and Monte Carlo (MC) code where available. The struc-
ture of every line in the file is the following:
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Table 2: Structure of theratioset.data file.

Tag Lower limit Upper limit Initial step Fit?=0/1
norm 9. 9999. 1.0 1
temp 0.1 0.3 0.1 1
lamq 0.1 90. 0.1 1
lams 0.9 90. 0.1 1
gamq 0.2 2.5 0.1 1
gams 0.1 9. 0.1 1
mui3 0.01 92.5 0.1 1
Ncbc 0. 400. 1.0 0
dvol 0. 10. 0.1 0
gam3 0.5 1.5 0.1 0
tc2t 0.5 4. 0.1 0
lamc 0.9 900. 0.1 0

name mass width spin I I3 u d s au ad as c ac b ab MC

where
name a nine character string identifying the particle,
mass particle mass in GeV/c2,
width particle width in GeV,
spin spin of the particle,
I particle isospin,
I3 the third component of the particle isospin,
u,d,s,c,b number of particle constituent quarks,u, d, s, c andb respectively,
au,ad,as,ac,ab number of particle constituent anti-quarks, ¯u, d̄, s̄, c̄ andb̄ respectively,
MC particle MC identifier, where available. Note that not all hadron reso-

nances have a MC code assigned in the standard scheme [5].

The particlename defined in the particle list is used as a unique particle identifier throughout
the program and we strongly advice not to change the names of particles already provided in the
input file that comes as a part of the program package. The following naming convention was
chosen and is used for most particles; first two characters ofthe (9–letter) particle name is an
abbreviation of the particle letter followed by 4 numbers representing particle approximate mass
(in MeV/c2) and the last three letters reflect the particle electric charge, e.g.,Λ can be found in the
program asLm1115zer. The following 3–letter endings are being used:
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zer ‘zero’ neutral particle, charge 0,
zrb ‘zero bar’ neutral anti-particle, charge 0 (neutral anti-baryons,
plu ‘plus’ positive particle, charge+,
plb ‘plus bar’ positive anti-particle, charge− (anti-baryons, e.g., the antiproton ¯p−),
min ‘minus’ negative particle, charge−,

mnb ‘minus bar’ negative anti-particle, charge+ (e.g.,Ω
+
),

plp ‘plus plus’ doubly positive particle, charge++ (e.g.,∆++),
ppb ‘plus plus bar’ doubly positive anti-particle, charge−−,
nuc ‘nucleus’ (hyper-)nucleus with charge above the range of previous endings
anc ‘anti-nucleus’ (hyper-)anti-nucleus with charge above the range of previous endings

When editing the list of particles, the user is strongly encouraged to create a copy of a line
in the particle properties file and edit the copied line replacing characters one-to-one to prevent
formatting changes. The general expected format of a line isdefined by the Fortran 77 format
statement:
(A9,2(4X,F10.7),2X,3(F5.1,4X),10(F6.3,2X),I9)
where ‘A’ is a letter, ‘X’ is a space, ‘F’ is a real number and ‘I’ is an integer number. For more
details about format specification as defined by the Fortran 77 standard, see, e.g., Ref. [23, section
13].

For example, motivated by our recent analysis of LHC data [24], we include a ** resonance
Σ(1560) in the particle list and decay tree asSg1560???, but, as a 2-star resonance, we leave
it commented out in both. In other words, this resonance is not included in the calculations by
default. If the user chooses to include this resonance in theanalysis, it is enough to remove the#
character in front of the following lines in the particle list
#Sg1560min 1.5530000 ... −→ Sg1560min 1.5530000 ...
#Sg1560mnb 1.5530000 ... −→ Sg1560mnb 1.5530000 ...
... etc.
and same in the decay tree file to enable theΣ(1560)→ Λπ decay, see Section 3.3.1 below for
details on the decay tree structure.

The∆(1232)0, for instance, will appear in the list as:

Dl1232zer 1.232 0.12 1.5 1.5 -0.5 1. 2. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2114

We allow non-integer quark numbers to accommodate strong interaction flavor mixing, such as the
η meson mentioned in Section 2.2. Since SHAREv2 [25], we enlarged the particle list to include
all at least *** charm hadrons and resonances and updated those present and increased the total
number of particles a user can specify to 1000. No bottom hadron is at the moment present in
the particle list provided with this SHARE program release.The particle input file has been re-
designed with future upgrade in mind, that would include calculation of bottom hadrons. Up to
this day, no significant amount of bottom hadrons is expectedin heavy-ion experiments and hence
the list provided with the program does not contain any bottom hadrons.

SHARE with CHARM calculations are relevant for strongly interacting system, whereK0 and

K
0

are the relevant states. Electroweak mixingK0 − K
0

occurs on a longer timescale and hence
should be performed at the end of the calculation. For the convenience of the user, we implemented
the following name ending shortcuts representing basic algebraic combinations of particles from
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the list.

sht ‘short’ sht=1/2(zer+zrb), used to calculate mixed states,

e.g., the often measuredKS =
1√
2
(K0 − K

0
),

lng ‘long’ lng=1/2(zer+zrb), used to calculate mixed states,

e.g., the less often measuredKL =
1√
2
(K0 + K

0
),

tot ‘total’ tot=(zer+zrb), e.g.,Lm1115tot for Λ + Λ,
plt ‘plus total’ plt=(plu+plb), e.g.,pr0938plt for p + p,
pbn ‘plus bar net’ pbn=(plu-plb), e.g.,pr0938pbn for p − p,
mnt ‘minus total’ mnt=(min+mnb), e.g.,UM1672mnt for Ω + Ω,
mnn ‘minus net’ mnn=(min-mnb), e.g.,UM1672mnn for Ω −Ω,
plm ‘plus minus’ plm=(plu+min), e.g.,pi0139plm for π+ + π−,
pln ‘plus minus net’ pln=(plu-min), e.g.,pi0139pln for π+ − π−,
pmb ‘plus minus bar’ pmb=(plb+mnb), e.g.,Sg1189pmb for Σ

+
+ Σ

−
.

Note, that these combinations arenot in the particle list as separate entries, they are evaluated
during the program run from the particle yields as one of the last steps of the calculation and they
are printed in the output if so requested by the user (see Section 3.4).

3.3. Particle decays

Light hadron decays can be divided into two categories, light hadron (u, d, s) 2-body and 3-
body decays, and charm hadron decays.

3.3.1. Light hadron decay tree (11–letter filename, default: decays.data)

The treatment of light hadron decays did not change since SHAREv1 [2]. Only 2 and 3-body
decays are considered. Every line indecays.data contains one decay channel in the following
format:

Parent daughter1 daughter2 BR C-G?

for 2-body decays, and

Parent daughter1 daughter2 daughter3 BR C-G?

for 3-body decays, whereParent refers to the decaying particle producing daughter particles
daughterN with branching ratioBR. TheC-G? flag signalizes if the branching ratio should be
corrected by a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (0= no, 1= yes). For example, the decayK0∗ → Kπ

reported to have a branching ratio of∼ 1.00 in [5] appears in the decay tree file as two entries:

Ka0892zer pi0139min Ka0492plu 1.0 1
Ka0892zer pi0135zer Ka0492zer 1.0 1

whereas other decays, such as decaysφ→ K+K− andφ→ π+π−π0, do not need the Clebsh-Gordan
coefficients correction, as each combination of daughter particles is reported separately;

ph1020zer Ka0492plu Ka0492min 0.49 0
ph1020zer pi0139plu pi0139min pi0135zer 0.08 0
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The general format of 2 and 3-body decays is
(A9,3X,A9,3X,A9,F9.4,I4)
and
(A9,3X,A9,3X,A9,3X,A9,F9.4,I4)
respectively. As a general rule, we again suggest that any modifications to this input file are made
on one-to-one character replacement basis to prevent formatting discrepancies. Currently, the
number of decay channels for each parent particle has been limited to 50.

3.3.2. Weak decay corrections (9–letter filename, e.g., weak.feed)

As discussed in Section 2.4, feed-down is an important feature of the experimental data to be
accounted for within the statistical hadronization model.Limited acceptance of detectors requires
experimental correction of the feed-down coefficients reflecting the probability of a resonance
being produced within the detector acceptance and the decayproduct also being in within the
detector acceptance region.

Weak decays, in particular, are susceptible to detector acceptance and efficiency corrections,
as they happen at a macroscopic distance from the primary vertex. Weak decay corrections hence
comprise a geometrical as well as momentum component. A significant portion of the final particle
yield is oftentimes mostly feed-down, e.g., protons are mostly products of hyperon decay, such as
Λ → pπ. At RHIC, careful evaluation of the correction factors for each weak decay product was
a crucial element to fit the experimental data, whereas at LHC, thanks to a more precise tracking,
virtually all weak decays are subtracted from the final hadron yields.

Decays defined indecays.data file, which violate conservation of strangeness and/or isospin
are identified by the program as weak. The weak feed-down correction file can contain any num-
ber of weak decays defined in the decay tree (from 0 up to all theweak decays). Consequently,
no strong (or electromagnetic) decay corrections are allowed in this file, they are caught as in-
put errors by the program, which exits after reporting the particular decay on screen. Each line
in the weak decay file has the following structure for 2-body and 3-body weak decays respectively:
Parent daughter1 daughter2 all/1st/2nd/cor coefficient
Parent daughter1 daughter2 daughter3 all/1st/2nd/3rd/cor coeffi-
cient

formatted respectively:
(A9,3X,A9,3X,A9,3X,A3,F9.4)
(A9,3X,A9,3X,A9,3X,A9,3X,A3,3X,F9.4)

whereParent anddaughterN are the names of particles involved in the decay, similarly to
the decay tree filedecays.data structure. The decay products do not have to be in the same
order as in the decay tree, the program handles any permutation of the decay products (daughter
particles). The following 3–letter tag specifies which of the decay products is being corrected. For
example, the weak decayΛ → pπ− can appear in the weak decay file multiple times specifying a
different correction for each of the daughter particles:

Lm1115zer pr0938plu pi0139min 1st 1.0000
Lm1115zer pr0938plu pi0139min 2nd 0.0000
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The STAR experiment at RHIC filters out the pion, but accepts the proton, as is seen in the
above example. The user can specify, whetherall daughters will have the same correction
coefficient, or only one of them, referring to the1st/2nd/3rd daughter on each line.
The last 3–letter tagcor refers to the fractional contribution of the acceptance to the two par-
ticle correlation〈daughter1 daughter2〉 induced by a common parent resonance decay
denoted byα12 in Eq. 36 in Section 2.4. SHARE will then renormalize the branching ratio of
Parent→all/1st/2nd/3rd/cor by acoefficient when calculating all data points af-
ter a givenweakdecay statement (see below).

The program may be run without any weak decay feed-down file, in which case the user has to
choose from two cases:

1. All weak decays are accepted in the program, that is all particle yields contain contributions
from weak decays. This scenario means, that the weak decays have not been corrected for
in the experiment, hence the option is labeledUNCORRECT.

2. No weak decays are accepted, all weak decays are subtracted from the final experimental
yields. This option is labeledNOWK_FEED. This is the default option, unless specified
otherwise by the user.

This upgrade of SHARE is tailored to fit data from LHC measuredby the ALICE experiment,
which publishes results fully corrected for weak decays. The default treatment of weak decays is
thus changed from SHAREv2 to ‘not to accept’ weak decay feed-down to any particle, the option
NOWK_FEED described above.

All weak decay file options and user file names should be entered into the experimental data
file (totratios.data) with the keywordweakdecay asname1 (see Section 3.4) followed
by one of the options above or user created weak decay feed-down correction file name as follows:

weakdecay weak.feed
...
weakdecay NOWK_FEED
...
weakdecay UNCORRECT

Experimental data files are read in sequence and hence every weak decay feed-down pattern ap-
plies to experimental data points below until anotherweakdecay statement is encountered. This
allows the user to fit data points from multiple experiments with different weak decay feed-down
corrections. For detailed information on the general structure of the experimental data file, see
Section 3.4.

3.3.3. Charm decay tree (fixed filename HFfeed.data)

Although charm hadrons decay weakly, life times of charm hadrons are very short due to the
charm quark large mass. Therefore, all charm decays are veryrapid and are treated separately from
the weak decay methods described in the previous section (Section 3.3.2). The weakly decaying
charm hadrons can have up to several hundred decay channels with similar branching ratios and
up to six decay products. Without any dominant decay channelpresent, we have to include all
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these concurrent decays. The treatment of light hadron decays described above was thus found
unsuitable for the charm region.

In order to save computing time, inclusive branching ratiosof charm hadron decays are speci-
fied in the charm decay tree. The yields of charm decay products still follows the logic of Eq. 23,
however, the sum has significantly less terms because every daughter particle appears only once.
Each line of the charm decay file specifies theparent particle followed by onedaughter par-
ticle and the respective inclusive branching ratioBR in the following format:

Parent daughter BR

This file is the only exception among input files that can contain any amount of spaces between
the columns.

On an example ofD∗0(2007), we show the organization of charm decays. TheD∗0(2007) has
two decay channels with branching ratios as follows [5]:

D∗0 → D0π0, Γ1 = 0.619± 0.029,

D∗0 → D0γ, Γ2 = 0.381± 0.029,

which corresponds to the following in theHFfeed.data file:

Dc2007zer Dc1800zer 1
Dc2007zer pi0135zer 0.619
Dc2007zer gam000zer 0.381

Every daughter particle type is on a separate line with its respective inclusive branching ratio. One
can look at each line in the charm decay file from an equivalentperspective; how many daughter
particles of a given type are produced on average after the decay of one parent particle.

3.4. (Experimental) Values to be calculated (14–letter filename, default: totratios.data)

Experimental data values and other values of interest to be calculated are defined in the file
totratios.data. We provide an example of a typical experimental values file structure in
Figure 3. The general format of every line is(A9,2X,A9,3F12.7,I17). We would like to
point out a common source of error which arises when the decimal point is omitted while entering
experimental values in this file. Unfortunately, this is an intrinsic feature of Fortran 77 and cannot
be easily mitigated.

3.4.1. Particle ratios

Every line in the experimental data file should have the following format:

name1 name2 data statistical systematic fit?(-1/0/1/2)

where
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name1 The first particle (numerator of a ratio), 9–letter name as defined in the par-
ticle list (Section 3.2).

name2 The second particle (denominator of a ratio), or a tag indicating that the yield
or density ofname1 is entered, 9–letter name.

data The experimental value of this data point.
statistical The statistical error of the data point.
systematic The systematic error of the data point.
fit? This flag specifies if this data point contributes to the evaluation ofχ2/ndf

of the fit, when set to a positive value (1 or 2). When set to 0, the ratio
is not fitted, but calculated and output to the graph file (see Section 4 for
details). Values of fit?=-1 or 2 mean that the data point willnot be output
to the graph file. Note, that under typical circumstances, the options 1 and 0
will be sufficient for typical program use.

3.4.2. Particle yields and bulk source properties

Apart from particle ratios, the user have also the followingoptions of quantities to be fitted,
calculated, and printed out in the output.

name2 can contain the following 9–letter tags:
prt_yield The yield of the first particle, or collective extensive quantity
prdensity The density of the first particle or quantity.
solveXXXX Evaluation of the parameterXXXX based on first particle or quantity, see Sec-

tion 3.4.5 for details.
fluctXXXX Grand-canonical fluctuation,XXXX can contain one of the following:_dyn,

dynv, dnch, sgsm.
fluct_dyn to calculateσdyn =

√

σ2
tot − σ2

stat (see Eq. 35).
fluctdynv to calculateσdyn = 〈N2〉σN1/N2 (see Eq. 36).
fluctdnch to calculateσdyn = 〈Nch〉σN1/N2, the fluctuation scaled by the
average number of charged particles〈Nch〉.
fluctsgsm to calculateσdyn = 〈N1 + N2〉σN1/N2

(Other fluctuation options have been discontinued due to their sensitivity to
acceptance effects.)

name1 can contain the following 9–letter tags:
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Figure 3: A typical structure of atotratios.data file.
#--------------- Experimental data file ---------------------

weakdecay weak.test

# ------------------------------------

#netstrang solvelams 0. 0. 0. 0

netcharge prt_yield 0. 0. 0. 0

negatives prt_yield 900. 50. 0. 0

positives prt_yield 900. 50. 0. 0

02+03 prt_yield 1800. 100. 0. 0

netcharge netbaryon 0.384 0.02 0. 1

netstrang totstrang 0. 0.01 0. 1

totenergy tot_prime 0.75 0.002 0. 0

# -- BULK PROPERTIES MAYBE FITTED --

entropy_t prdensity 3.3 0.2 0. 0

totenergy prdensity 0.4 0.04 0. 0

totstrang entropy_t 0.072 0.004 0. 0

tot_charm entropy_t 0.0037 0.001 0. 0

totenergy T_entropy 1.015 0.015 0. 0

pressuret prdensity 0.0820 0.00050 0. 0

totstrang tot_charm 1.0 0.05 0. 0

#--------------- Particle Yields SOME MUST BE FITTED-------

pi0139plu prt_yield 733. 54. 0. 1

mu0000plu prt_yield 0. 0. 0. 0

pi0139min prt_yield 732. 52. 0. 1

mu0000min prt_yield 0. 0. 0. 0

pi0135zer prt_yield 0. 0. 0. 0

Ka0492plu prt_yield 109. 9. 0. 1

negatives negative particles (weak decay corrections taken into account)
positives positive particles (weak decay corrections taken into account)
chargmult charged particles (weak decay corrections taken into account)
neut_mult neutral particles (weak decay corrections taken into account)
tot_multi total hadron multiplicity (weak decay corrections taken into account)
tot_prime total primary particles multiplicity (no decays considered)
totstrong total multiplicity including contributions from strong decays
totstrang total strangeness〈s + s̄〉
netstrang net strangeness〈s − s̄〉
tot_light total number of light quarks (weak decay corrections taken into account)
totcharge total charge〈Q + Q〉
netcharge net charge〈Q − Q〉
totbaryon total baryon number, i.e., sum of all baryons and anti-baryons,〈B + B〉
netbaryon net baryon number, i.e., baryons minus anti-baryons〈B − B〉
tot_charm total charm〈c + c̄〉 (corresponding toNcbc, see Section 3.1)
totenergy total energy (in GeV)

The above quantities are calculatedbefore the weak decays have occurred. They do not take
weak decay acceptances into account, which may produce an apparent violation of strangeness,
charge or baryon number. To get values of the above quantities after weak decays, one should
move thenet andtot prefixes to the end of the respective quantity name tags. The equiva-
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lents of the above quantitiesafter weak decays have occurred are:chargetot, chargenet,
baryonnet, baryontot, stragetot, strangnet, light_tot. These are com-
plemented by the following name tags:

entropy_t total entropyS
pressuret total pressure (in units of energy density, GeV/fm3)

and the auxiliary

T_entropy TS , temperature times entropy
T_______4 T 4/(~c)3 (useful to evaluate, for example, the trace anomaly (ε − 3P)/T 4)

Weak decay feed-down correction file or option is indicated in the experimental file by the
keywordweakdecay. When this keyword is encountered during the program run asname1,
thenname2 must be either ofNOWK_FEED, UNCORRECT, otherwisename2 is treated as the
weak decay feed-down filename. The weak decay scheme thus specified applies to all subsequent
data points until newweakdecay statement or end of experimental data file.

3.4.3. Referring to data points and their combinations

We offer even more flexible handling of data points, we have implemented simple algebraic
combinations of data points within a file. The user can refer to a data point defined in the same file
by its two-digit line number (not counting comment lines starting with #). The following snippet
of an input file shows how to refer to another data point; line number 8 refers to theπ− defined on
line 7, however, calculates its density. We also show a more advanced example of how to define
and fit the ratio of (p + p̄)/(π− + π+). Note that line numbers are not part of the experimental data
file, they are provided below for easier orientation in the example.
line # input file
...

...

7 pi0139min prt_yield data stat syst fit?
8 07 prdensity data stat syst fit?
9 pi0139plu prt_yield data stat syst fit?
10 pr0938plu prt_yield data stat syst fit?
11 pr0938plb prt_yield data stat syst fit?

# this is a comment, line number does not increase.
12 10+11 07+09 data stat syst fit?

The possible operations are addition, subtraction, multiplication and division accomplished
by using+,-,X,/ symbols respectively in between two two-digit line numbersas seen in the
above example. Note the necessary trailing 0 for single digit line numbers. These operations are
limited to two-digit line numbers, although the input file can in general have up to 200 entries (not
counting commented lines). Note that this feature uses implicitly recursive code, which may be
compiler dependent. It has been found to work as intended on several platforms and compilers we
tested SHARE with CHARM on. We provide a sample data file with the program package.
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3.4.4. Statistical and systematic errors

The systematic and statistical errors can be entered as two separate quantities in SHARE as
seen in the above example. This option is created since systematic error is not a random variable
that the statistical error is. Systematic error originatesfrom the experimental setup and/or data
analysis methods and it can be common to several experimental results, e.g., the efficiency to
track strange antibaryons and baryons has same systematic uncertainty, or there could be a strong
(anti)correlation, e.g., if an observed particle track is aproton orK+ is not always possible to
decide, but if it is one, it cannot be the other. By allowing for systematic and statistical error entry
as matter of principle, we prepare for a more complete futuretreatment of the systematic error
including an error correlation analysis.

Once the systematic error correlation matrix function is known, one must discover combina-
tions of the data which suffer least from the systematic error. The fit than involves a data set in
which some of the fitted quantities have a much reduced systematic error. At present, the system-
atic error correlation matrix is not made available by the experimental groups. Therefore, such
more detailed error treatment in the fitting procedure is notincluded in this release of the SHARE
with CHARM program suite as a procedure could neither be properly set-up nor tested.

In the current release of the program, if both errors are madeavailable and have been entered
separately, they will be added to obtain the total errorerror of the data point:error = stat
+ syst.

We note, that as outcome of this procedure, we often see in thestudy of the RHIC and LHC
data that the overall normalization factordV/dy shows a large and apparently common error of
all data, suggesting that all results we interpreted had as input a common systematic tracking
efficiency error.

3.4.5. Conservation Laws

SHARE with CHARM allows the user to solve for a thermal parameter based on a fixed (or
experimental) value rather than fit it. The most common application of this feature would be exact
conservation of strangeness,〈s〉 = 〈s̄〉, which means numerically solving forλs. In this case,λs is
not a fit parameter anymore, but rather an analytical function of the other parameters constrained
by the experimental data point.

In order to solve for a parameter, thename2 in the experimental data file (totratios.data)
should be in the formsolveXXXX, whereXXXX is one of the fit parameters. The parameter limits
set inratioset.data still apply, every parameter solution outside of these limits is rejected.
This helps rejecting unphysical solutions, such asλs < 0.

In principle, it is possible to solve for any parameter usingany data point. However, many such
combinations do not have a minimum, especially if the data point does not (or only marginally)
depend on said parameter. If MINUIT takes a long time (e.g., many iterations) without converging
to a minimum, there is a good chance that the minimization procedure will not work. It is thus
advised to use this feature mainly to solve for the values of chemical potentials based on conser-
vation laws. For instance, strangeness conservation can beassured in the system by solving for
λs by using the following line in thetotratios.data file requiring net strangeness〈s − s̄〉 to
vanish:

netstrang solvelams 0. 0. 0. 0
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The baryochemical potential in a perfectly central Pb–Pb (Z=82, A=207) collision can be solved
for using the baryon number and solving forλq:

netbaryon solvelamq 414. 0. 0. 0

and the corresponding charge conservation may be imposed onthe fit with:

netcharge solvelmi3 164. 0. 0. 0

Thesolve statements have to come at the beginning of the experimentaldata file, otherwise the
program will return an error.

An alternative to the exact solving for a parameter requiredby a conservation law is to require
approximate conservation of a quantity. Treating a conservation law as a data point allows for
detector acceptance corrections. A line such as:

netstrang totstrang 0. 0.01 0. 1

imposes strangeness conservation to within 1%. We often impose charge over baryon number
conservation with the line

netcharge netbaryon 0.39 0.02 0. 1

The choice of implementing the conservation laws analytically or approximately (if at all) is
left to the user. It is worth noting that exact solution is a more reliable procedure, however, it
cannot be used very often considering the limited acceptance data from contemporary collider
experiments.

4. Running the program — sharerun.data

This file contains the instructions which are executed one byone during a program run. Ev-
ery line contains a separate operation, such as reading input files, assigning values to parameters,
calculation of particle ratios, fitting model parameters toexperimental data (i.e., minimizingχ2),
plotting contours andχ2 profiles. The program will read one line at a time and execute the com-
mand until it reaches the end of thesharerun.data file. It is imperative that the user maintains
the appropriate spacing of commands and values in this file, because this file is read as a formatted
input, same as most of the input files described in previous sections. Any deviation from the ex-
pected number of characters may result in an unexpected behavior of the program ranging from a
misinterpretation of a value to not recognizing the commandat all and exiting prematurely with an
error. Generally, there are two spaces between keywords andnumbers. We specify the expected
command format wherever necessary. Each command can be usedmultiple times with different
input and output files. We shall now describe all the commandsavailable to the user with a brief
description.

4.1. Reading input files

READ THERM_INI 〈11-letter filename〉
Reads the specified file corresponding to thethermo.data file described in Section 3.1.

READ FIT_PARAM 〈13-letter filename〉
Reads a file containing parameter ranges equivalent to theratioset.data file described
in seciton 3.1.2.
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Figure 4: A typicalsharerun.data file.
#### reading particle list and decay tree ####

#READ PARTICLES particles.data decays.data

READ PARTICLES partnowdt.data decays.data

#

#### reading model parameters values and ranges ####

READ THERM_INI thermo.data

READ FIT_PARAM ratioset.data

#

#### fitting LHC data in 10-20% centrality - no charm #####

READ TOTALDATA LHC1020MI.data

CALC FITRATIOS fit1020ne.out

#

#### fix gamma_q, fit semi-equilibrium

#PSET gamq 1.0

#PFIX gamq

#CALC FITRATIOS fit1020se.out

#

#### release gamma_q, calculate sensitivity profile for Lambda yield

#PREL gamq 0.5 2.0 0.1

#CALC SNSPROFIL prof_SNSLamb gams 1.0 2.5 15 36

#

#### fit without the Lambda yield (datapoint #36)

#DFIT 36 0

#CALC FITRATIOS fit1020ne.noL

#

#### restore fitting Lambda yield

#DFIT 36 1

#

#

#### set D0 (Dc1800zer..datapoint #84) yieldto a value 5. +/- 2. and fit it

#DSET 84 5.0 2.0

#DFIT 84 1

#### release the number of charm+anticharm quarks (Ncbc)

#PREL Ncbc 0.01 100. 1.0

#### ... and fit with the D0

#CALC FITRATIOS fit1020ch.out

#### calculate the chi2 profile in Ncbc

#CALC CHIPROFIL prof1020Ncbc Ncbc 5. 100. 19

#

#### plotting the the dependence of Dc1800zer

#### on number of charm+anticharm quarks (Ncbc) and charm temperature (tc2t)

#CALC RATIOCONT 84 ratioplt.out Ncbc 10. 200. 19 tc2t 1.0 3.0 10
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READ PARTICLES 〈14-letter filename〉 〈11-letter filename〉
Reads the file containing list of particle properties and a second file of corresponding decay
tree. The files are considered being equivalent toparticles.data anddecays.data
files described in Section 3.2 and 3.3.1.

READ TOTALDATA 〈14-letter filename〉
Reads experimental data file equivalent to thetotratios.data file described in Sec-
tion 3.4.

4.2. Parameter manipulation at run time

PSET 〈4-letter tag〉 VALUE
ThePSET command sets the thermodynamic parameter specified by the 4–letter tag to a
VALUE. A real number is expected inVALUE, hence decimal point is necessary even with
integer values. When thethermo.data file is read, a series ofPSET-like commands is
performed using all parameters and values read from the file.

PFIX 〈4-letter tag〉
Fixes the given model parameter to its current value. In all subsequent commands, this
parameter will be kept fixed until released, or its value modified by another command.

There are 5 additionaltags that are used to control the program options in connection with
PFIX. The user can choose to use Boltzmann approximation and quantum (Fermi–Dirac
and Bose–Einstein, as appropriate) statistics via the tagsbltz andfdbe respectively. The
default is quantum statistics. Furthermore, one can selectto use the canonical ensemble
treatment of the baryon number viace_b tag, and of strangeness viace_s tag. Selecting
the program default grand canonical ensemble for both quantum numbers is done using the
gcal tag.

PREL 〈4-letter tag〉 〈lower limit〉 〈upper limit〉 〈step size〉
Releases the given parameter and sets its range between the lower and upper limits and sets
its initial step size. This command is equivalent to readingone line in theratioset.data
file. All three numbers in thePREL command are mandatory. Otherwise, zeros are assumed
and any following calculation will produce unwanted results. The required format of this
command is(A4,2X,A4,3X,2F7.2,F9.5), i.e., after the parameter tag, the program
expects in sequence; 3 spaces, 7 characters for parameter lower limit (counting the decimal
point), 7 characters for the upper limit and 9 characters forthe initial step size. Notice, that
no spaces are required between the numbers, so the followingline is valid:

PREL temp 0.123450.23232000.00100
| | | | |

tag Low Upper Step

This example releases the hadronization temperature parametertemp setting its limits to
Tlower = 0.12345 GeV andTupper = 0.23232 GeV and the initial step size in minimization
to 0.001. Similarly as in the above example, the user can take advantage of the precision
allowed by the format specification of any command. It is, however, not needed very often.
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4.3. Datapoint run-time manipulation

In some analysis, it may be beneficial to manipulate an experimental data point during the program
run. The following two commands are used to accomplish this.

DFIT datapoint fit?

Switches if a data point on thedatapoint-th line in the experimental data file will (fit=1)
or will not (fit=0) be fitted during the evaluation of subsequent commands. Theformat of
this command expects the keyword DFIT followed by 2 spaces and 5 characters allocated
for eachdatapoint andfit?. The format is(A4,2X,2I5).

DSET datapoint value error

Set the value of adatapoint-th ratio or quantity in the experimental data file tovalue
and its uncertainty toerror. The program expects the following format of the command;
(A4,2X,I5,2F10.5), i.e., 2 spaces after the keyword DSET, 5 characters allocated for
thedatapoint number, and 10 characters for eachvalue anderror.

4.4. Calculation and fitting

CALC RATIODATA 〈13-letter filename〉
Calculates the value of ratios and quantities read by the READ TOTALDATA command
given the current values of thermal parameters (either readby the READ THERMO_INI, or
resulting from the last command). The output is written to a file with a 13–letter filename
specified by the user. The output in the file has the general format ofRATIO name1/name2
〈VALUE〉. In case either ofname1 or name2 is zero, zero is printed as a result of the ratio.

CALC RATIOPLOT 〈12-letter filename〉 〈4-letter tag〉 L U P datapoint

This command calculates a ratio, yield or quantity specifiedon thedatapoint-th line in
the experimental data file as a function of the thermal parameter specified by the 4–letter
tag. The program will vary the parameter fromL to H in P equidistant steps and record in
the output file the varying parameter values in the first and the property values in the second
column. The output file can then be used as input to an externalplotting program, such as
GNUPlot, PAW, Xmgrace or Mongo. The format of this command is
(A4,2X,A9,2X,A12,2X,A4,2X,2F5.1,2I5), i.e., two spaces between each word
until the parameter tag, two spaces after the parameter tag,5 characters reserved for each
of the lower and upper limits followed by 5 characters for thenumber of points and last, 5
characters for the data point number.

CALC RATIOCONT datapoint 〈12-letter filename〉 〈tag1〉 L1 U1 P1...

...〈tag2〉 L2 U2 P2

Calculates a ratio, yield or a thermodynamic quantity as a function of two parameters spec-
ified by tag1 andtag2 for parameter values ranging fromL1 to U1 in P1 steps for the
first parameter and fromL2 to U2 in P2 steps for the second one. Similar to the above
RATIOPLOT command, the data point is referred to by its line number (datapoint) in
the experimental data file. (Note, that 100×100 results in 10000 grid points to be calculated
which may take a long time.) The general format of this command expected by the program
is: (A4,2X,A9,I5,A12,2X,A4,2X,F5.1,2X,F5.1,2X,I3,2X,A4,2X,F5.1,2X,F5.1,2X,I3)
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The output is written to a file with 13–letter filename specified by the user in a 3–column
table and can be plotted by an external program capable of 3D plotting.

CALC FITRATIOS 〈13-letter filename〉
This command minimizesχ2/ndf of the set of experimental data input by the last
READ TOTALDATA command varying parameters within ranges specified in
READ FIT_PARAM starting with parameter initial values from
READ THERM_INI.

In our fitting procedure, we minimize theχ2 value function as function of SHM parameters.
The χ2 function is the sum of squares of the relative difference between computed yields
and experimental data.

χ2 =

N
∑

i=1

( fi,theory− fi,experiment)2

(∆ fi,systematic+ ∆ fi,statistical)2
, (37)

where fi is the i–th investigated quantity with experimental error∆ fi and N is the num-
ber of data points. We seek the best fit to experimental particle yields and ratios using
MINUIT [26], an optimization package part of the CERNLIB computational libraries. We
evaluate the statistical significance (also called eitherp-value, or confidence level – CL)
of our fits. CL is defined as the probability that given a correct hypothesis (here the SHM
model) and Gaussian ‘noise’ experimental errors (caution:we are dealing with significant
systematic data errors),χ2 would in repeated measurements assume a value that is at or
above the considered value – clearly, the smallerχ2 is, the higher CL is, asymptotically ap-
proaching 100%. Values of statistical significance far below 50% suggest that the model is
not appropriate for the task of describing the experimentaldata. Regardingχ2 in the limit
of many degrees of freedomNdata− Nparameter= Ndof → ∞, it is well known thatχ2/Ndof = 1
corresponds to CL of 50%, see figure 36.2 in PDG [5]. ForNdof < 10, this figure shows
that a considerably lowerχ2/Ndof is necessary to reach CL of 50%. For more complete
discussion of significance, see PDG [5] section 36.2.2.

In case the minimization package MINUIT [26] used by SHARE does not find a good reli-
able minimum via common strategies, or the parameter errorscannot be reliably evaluated,
MINOS subroutine is called to evaluate the parameter errorsand potentially find a better
minimum. This, unfortunately, significantly increases thecomputation time.

The output in the 13–letter file provided by the user has the general format:

Header with time and date of minimization.

Final thermal parameter values ( ‘+/-’ error, when fitted),
followed by chemical potentialsµB, µS , µI3

and phase space occupancies for each flavorγu, γd, γs, γc.

Then, the detailed fit results are printed in a table format:
TOP BOTTOM THEORY EXP ERROR CHITERM FEED-DOWN

where TOP refers to the denominator and BOTTOM to the numerator of the quantities de-
fined in the input file (totratios.data), THEORY states the model value, EXP states
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the experimental value as given in the input file, ERROR is thecombined statistical and sys-
tematic error, CHITERM is theχ contribution of the data point to the totalχ2/ndf defined
as:

χ =
ftheory − fexperiment

∆ fstatistical + ∆ fsystematic

, ( = 0 if not fitted ). (38)

Theχ is reported before squaring to keep the sign, i.e., information about the resulting model
theoretical value being above or below the experimental data point. FEED-DOWN states the
weak decay feed-down scheme or filename used for this particular data point. The end of
the output file reports the number of degrees of freedom, total χ2, χ2/ndf and statistical
significance of the fit.

At the end of each fit, two additional output files are created,CharmFeedPrimary.data
andCharmFeed.data. The first one contains the primary yields of charm particlescal-
culated by the CHARM module and the second one contains particle yields after charm
decays, i.e., particle yields produced solely by charm. Note, that these two filenames are
constant and the files get rewritten every time a fit is performed.

CALC FITNMINOS 〈13-letter filename〉
This command is equivalent to the aboveFITRATIOS regarding both format of the com-
mand line and function. The only difference is that parameter error evaluation MINOS [26]
is never called. Omitting the use of MINOS usually saves considerable amount of comput-
ing time, however, errors of the resulting thermal parameters will not be reliable and the
minimum found has a higher chance of not being the global minimum.

CALC PLOT_DATA 〈3 13-letter filenames〉
Generates three files which are optimized to be graphed with an external 2D plotting package
(GNUPlot, Xmgrace, PAW,. . . ). The first file contains numerical list of ratios and quantities
that were fitted, the second one contains a numerical list of ratios and quantities that were
calculated and the last one will contain experimental values with errors. See the discussion
in Section 3.4.1 on how to choose which file a quantity should be included in. The filenames
on the command line should be separated by 2 spaces.

CALC CHIPROFIL 〈12-letter filename〉 tag L U P

This commands calculates aχ2/ndf profile of a parameter specified by thetag. The pro-
gram divides the parameter range betweenLower limit andU pper limit in P equidistant
intervals, fixes the given parameter at the boundary of each interval (i.e.,P+1 values includ-
ingL andU) and fits other free parameters to the data as specified in theratioset.data
file or PSET/PFIX/PREL commands preceding this one. This procedure is equivalent to a
sequence ofPSET andCALC FITRATIOS commands.

The main output of this command is thefilenamewith .prof extension, which contains
a 2–column table with the given parameter values in the first and the resultingχ2/ndf in the
second column. The full output of all performed fits is storedin a log file with__log ex-
tension. For each fitted parameter, a separate file is createdcontaining 5 columns and has the
parameter tag appended to its name. For instance, performing a temperatureχ2/ndf profile
with output file stored in ‘profTempLHC1’, the values ofγq will be stored in ‘profTem-
pLHC1_gamq’ file (provided thatγq is a free parameter of the fit). The first column of each
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Table 3: Table of associated bulk properties with parameters printed in the profile output files.

Parameter tag Associated bulk property
temp totenergy prdensity
norm pressuret prdensity
gamq entropy_t prt_yield
lamq netbaryon prt_yield
mu_b netbaryon prt_yield
gams totstrang prt_yield
lams netstrang prt_yield
mu_s netstrang prt_yield
lmi3 netcharge prt_yield
mui3 netcharge prt_yield

parameter file contains values of thetag parameter (temperature in the above example),
the second column the fitted parameter values (γq values in the above example), the third
contains values of an associated bulk property (see Table 3 for a details), the fourth column
states theχ2/ndf and the last column contains statistical significance.

The general format of this command is(A4,2X,A9,2X,A12,2X,A4,2X,2F8.1,I5),
in other words there has to be 2 spaces between the text strings up to thetag, after which
there are 8 digits allocated for theLower limit, 8 digits for theUpper limit and 5 digits for
the number ofP oints.

CALC SIGPROFIL 〈12-letter filename〉 tag L U P

This command is very similar to the aboveCHIPROFIL in terms of both the command for-
mat and functionality. The only difference is that in the main output file〈filename〉.prof,
the statistical significance is printed in the second columnrather thanχ2/ndf.

CALC FITPROFIL 〈12-letter filename〉 tag L U P datapoint

This and the next two commands allow to study the fit parametersensitivity to a particular
data point in detail. The format of the command is the same as the one above, except for the
extra integerdatapoint identifier at the end (line number of the data point in the exper-
imental data file). General format is(A4,2X,A9,2X,A12,2X,A4,2X,2F8.1,2I5).
The command produces a parametertag profile for a fitteddatapoint model predic-
tion rather than the overall fit quality, as the previous two commands do. For example, if
datapoint corresponds toπ/p ratio within the given data set, the program performs aχ2

profile calculation with respect to the parametertag fixing it at P values ranging fromL to
U.

The command creates several output files, namely〈filename〉.prof, which contains the
values of parametertag in the first column and theχ term of the givendatapoint defined
by Eq. 38 in the second column. The output file with.chi2 extension contains the overall
χ2/ndf of the fits, and the extension.stsg represents statistical significance of the fits. For
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every fitted parameter other thantag, there is a correlation file with extension_〈tag2〉
(e.g.,_gamq) created, which has the same format and contents as for theCHIPROFIL
command above. Full output for all the fits is stored in a log file with extension__log.

CALC DATPROFIL 〈12-letter filename〉 tag L U P datapoint

This command has the same command line structure, functionality and output files as the
FITPROFIL command above, except the values of thedatapoint (rather than itsχ term
contribution to the overallχ2 of the fits) is printed in the output file〈filename〉.prof.

CALC SNSPROFIL 〈12-letter filename〉 tag L U P datapoint

Same as the above two commands, except the output file〈filename〉.prof now contains
thesensitivity of the givendatapoint to the particular parametertag. The sensitivity is
defined as a ratio of the data point’s SHM prediction for a given parametertag value to the
SHM prediction of thedatapoint for the best fit value of that parameter.

CALC CHI2_CONT 〈9-letter filename〉 deviation tag1 tag2

This command calculates theχ2/ndf contour for the parameterstag1 andtag2. The
program will output to the file〈filename〉 pairs of parametertag1 andtag2 values that
correspond toχ2/ndf = deviation × (χ2/ndf)bestfit. The general format of the command is
(A4,2X,A9,2X,A9,1X,F4.1,2X,A4,2X,A4)

4.5. Run log (sharerun.out)

The complete ‘log’ for each run is saved in a filesharerun.out. This includes:

• The contents of each input file as read in by the program (useful for input file format
check)
• A list of performed operations.
• MINUIT output. Parameter correlation matrix can be found here, for example.
• The content of each output file (in the same format as in the output file)

If the program does not encounter any problems during the run, a message:
RUN TERMINATED SUCCESSFULLY,
is printed on screen and at the end of thesharerun.out file. In case an error occurs during a
run, the program reports it to the user on screen. More information about the error is reported in
thesharerun.out file.

4.6. Fitting pitfalls, parameter sensitivity to data

Convergence to the very same set of best parameters cannot beexpected when one or more
of the parameters is insensitive to any of the fitted experimental data points. In this case, the
minimum ofχ2 function is a domain in the respective parameter space, and apoint in this domain
is chosen in a quasi-random manner. As an example of this situation, consider the data from LHC.
When fitting particle yields and ratios, one can constrain the values of chemical non-equilibrium
parametersγq andγs along withT,V, as these are constrained by the precisely measured numerous
baryon and meson yields [27]. However, in the LHC environment, it is challenging to constrain the
value of baryochemical potentialµB. This is especially the case when fitting with charm. While
a measurement of any charm hadron yield, for instanceD0 meson, with 10% precision constrains
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the charm yield to a narrow range inNcc̄, the charm feed-down introduces additional uncertainty
in the value ofµB due to charm baryon production and decays. Moreover, feed-down impacts
hadron yields and hence the other fitted parameters adjust accordingly. In order to measure the
baryochemical potentialµB, one would need, for example, a relative baryon–antibaryondifference
measurement, (Bi−Bi)/(Bi+Bi) for a baryonBi obtained with a precision comparable to the other
input data.

We thus advise fixing insensitive parameters to most likely values, especially when fitting
charm at LHC. Therefore, until additional data fixingµB becomes available, one should proceed
with zero baryochemical potential, that is fixλs = λq = 1, in the exploration of charm effect on
hadronization.

5. Example: fit with prescribed charm yield and bulk energy density

We demonstrate the program capabilities by showing in Figure 5 a fit to LHC data we already
characterized recently [27]. This data does not yet comprise any charm hadron yields and thus
we cannot fit here the charm yield present. The new charm module capabilities are demonstrated
by adding an ad-hoc yield of charm at hadronization,Ncc̄ = 50 charm plus anti-charm quarks (25
cc̄ pairs). In order to demonstrate how physical bulk properties can be used in the fit, we require
a specific hadronization conditions by fitting a bulk physical property, in this case we decided to
illustrate the example by prescribing the energy densityε = 0.45± 0.05 GeV/fm3.

We show in Figure 5 a reduced program output with final statistical parameters (T, γq, γs, . . . ),
fitted physical properties of the bulk, followed by charm baryon, charm meson and charmonium
yields. The bottom of the output shows the fit quality in termsof totalχ2, reducedχ2/ndf, and sta-
tistical significance∼ 85%. The main difference between the here presented fit and the ‘standard’
fits is that nearly 50 charm hadron decays producing as many as200 non-charm hadrons contain-
ing strangness and multi-strangeness. As the Figure 5 showsthe fit is very good and converges to
a relatively low temperature ofT = 137.5 MeV. The reduction of temperature by a few MeV is
due to the injection of charm hadron decay products into the fitted hadron abundances.

Further LHC physics related use of the program is presented in our recent publications [27–29].

6. Installation

6.1. Pre-requisites

Before you start installing SHARE with CHARM, make sure you have the following installed
on your system:

• Fortran 77 compiler, we have tested GNUgfortran and Intelifort compilers.
• C++ compiler (including C++ standard libraries), we have tested GNUg++ and Intel
icpc compilers.
• CERNLIB libraries. They are available in standard repositories for most GNU Linux
distributions, alternatively, the source code is available for download at [30]. Debian based
linux distribution (Ubuntu,. . . ) users should locate and install the packagecernlib from
their system repository. Red Hat base (Fedora Project, SLC,. . . ) can install cernlib from a
rpm package available, for example, at [31].
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norm 3289.79097913 +/- 0.00172606 limits: 9.0000 9999.0000

temp 0.13754900 +/- 0.00000025 limits: 0.1000 0.3000

lamq 1.00346273 +/- 0.00000001 limits: 0.1000 10.0000

lams 1.00197463 +/- 0.00000000 limits: 0.1000 10.0000

gamq 1.63336977 +/- 0.00034499 limits: 0.1000 2.5000

gams 1.92173277 +/- 0.00000101 limits: 0.1000 9.0000

lmi3 0.99993130 +/- 0.00000000 limits: 0.0100 92.5000

Ncbc 50.00000000

tc2t 1.00000000

.....

### OUTPUT REDUCED ###

.....

TOP BOTTOM THEORY EXP ERROR CHITERM FEED-DOWN

tot_charm prt_yield 50.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

netcharge netbaryon 0.384010 0.384000 0.020000 0.000507 NOWK_FEED

netstrang totstrang 0.416974E-03 0.000000E+00 0.100000E-01 0.416974E-01 NOWK_FEED

totenergy prdensity 0.433987 0.450000 0.050000 -0.320250 NOWK_FEED

tot_charm entropy_t 0.501257E-02 0.370000E-02 0.100000E-02 0.000000E+00 NOWK_FEED

totstrang entropy_t 0.056805 0.072000 0.004000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

entropy_t prdensity 3.032086 3.300000 0.200000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

totenergy netbaryon 701.081004 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

pi0139plu prt_yield 711.457058 733.000000 54.000000 -0.398943 NOWK_FEED

pi0139min prt_yield 711.574242 732.000000 52.000000 -0.392803 NOWK_FEED

pi0135zer prt_yield 820.543955 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

Ka0492plu prt_yield 115.925574 109.000000 9.000000 0.769508 NOWK_FEED

Ka0492min prt_yield 115.665993 109.000000 9.000000 0.740666 NOWK_FEED

.....

### OUTPUT REDUCED ###

.....

Lc2286plu prt_yield 2.406694 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

Sc2455plp prt_yield 0.282112 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

Xc2470plu prt_yield 0.564770 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

Uc2695zer prt_yield 0.132546 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

Dc1800plu prt_yield 4.869496 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

Dc1800zer prt_yield 10.746621 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

Ds1968plu prt_yield 4.470708 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

jp3096zer prt_yield 0.652242 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

eta2979cc prt_yield 0.434431 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

DATA POINTS: 17 PARAMETERS: 7 DoF: 10

TOTAL CHI**2/DEG. OF FREEDOM 0.54786478659335791

TOTAL CHI**2 5.4786478659335796

SIGNIFICANCE OF FIT: 0.857000947

[ (S-SBAR)/(S+SBAR) ] 4.1697371253523877E-004

Figure 5: Sample ofSHARE with CHARM output for a prescribed 50c+ c̄ quarks at hadronization. Non-charm most
central (0-5%) LHC data used in [27] is fitted, charm hadron decays are injected into hadron multiplicities. We also
prescribe the bulk energy densitydε/dy = 0.45± 0.05 GeV/fm3. Note that the fit outcome is 85% confidence level
for 10 degrees of freedom. (Program output was reduced to fit in the figure.)
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6.2. Organization of the program package

The SHARE with CHARM program comes in a single .zip archive labeledsharev3.zip.
The package is available athttp://www.physics.arizona.edu/~gtshare/SHARE/share.html.
After obtaining the program package, unpack it using the following command (it will create a
folder calledsharev3 with all the files in it):

unzip sharev3.zip

The following files will be created in this directory from thearchive contents. The files are
enough for a ‘representative’ run of SHARE with CHARM.

src/sharev3.0.0.F SHARE source code in Fortran 77.
src/CharmDistribution_v1.9.cpp CHARM module source code in C++.
decays.data The complete Particle Data Group decay tree of light hadrons(Section 3.3.1).
HFfeed.data The complete Particle Data Group decay tree of charm hadrons(Section 3.3.3).
LHC1020MI.data A representative input data files (Section 3.4) containing experimental yields

data for centrality bin 10-20% based on data from the ALICE experiment as of August 2013,
see [27] and references therein.

makefile A makefile of the project, useful for program compilation, see Section 6.3 below.
particles.data Particle properties with full widths (Section 3.2).
partnowdt.data Particle properties with no widths (Section 3.2). Calculations with this input

file require significantly less computational time, and the use of full widths has not yet been
justified, see for example recent comparison in [24].

ratioset.data The parameter ranges input file (Section 3.1.2).
ratioset.test The parameter ranges input file for Quick Start test run.
sampleoutput Directory containing sample output files resulting from a ‘representative’ sam-

ple run with input files we provide as part of the package.
sharerun.data A ‘representative’ run input file (Section 4) including an analysis of hadron

yields at LHC presented by members of our collaboration in [27].
thermo.data The list of model parameters (Section 3.1).
weak.feed A sample weak decay file (Section 3.3.2).

6.3. Recommended compilation — using make

The recommended way to compile SHARE with CHARM is to make useof the GNUmake
utility [32], available on most GNU Linux systems (if this isnot your case, proceed to Section 6.4).
The most common combination of available compilers isgfortran andg++. If this is your case,
after unzipping the contents of the program package into a folder, use the command

make

in this directory to compile the program. If you are using different compilers, edit the header of
the includedmakefile to specify compilers available on your system. When done, use make
(as above) to compile SHARE with CHARM.

Usingmake with the included makefile processes the two source files in thesrc folder, com-
piles each of them into an object file, which is stored in theobj folder and then links the object
files together with CERN libraries into an executableshare, which is ready to be run from the
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command line. We provide the two most common targets in the makefile,all to compile the pro-
gram andclean to remove objects and executable file. You may also need to specify the location
of the CERN libraries on your system in themakefile, for instance,
LIBS = -L/usr/local/cernlib/2006/lib -lstdc++ ...

6.4. Manual compilation

SHARE with CHARM consists of two source code files, both located in thesrc subdirectory.
Manual compilation consists of three steps.

1. Compiling SHARE Fortran code into an object. For example,using the GNU Fortran compiler
gfortran, this is done via the following command (in thesrc folder):
gfortran sharev3.0.0.F -c -o sharev3.0.0.o

Note the-c option to prevent linking. You may need to consult your Fortran compiler docu-
mentation for equivalent command line options.

2. Compiling the CHARM module written in C++ is accomplished similarly to the above step,
using an example command line with GNU C++ compilerg++:
g++ CharmDistribution_v1.9.cpp -c -o CharmDistribution_v1.9.o

3. Linking all object files with the necessary libraries intoan executable binary fileshare is ac-
complished using the Fortran compiler used in step 1 on the following command line :
gfortran sharev3.0.0.o CharmDistribution_v1.9.o \

-lstdc++ -lkernlib -lmathlib -lpacklib -o share

In case you compiled CERN libraries manually, you may need tospecify the location of the li-
braries on the last command line using the-L/<cernlib location>/lib option in order
to link them properly. If necessary, consult your compiler and CERN libraries documentation
for details.

When all three steps are completed without errors, move (copy) the executable binary of
SHARE with CHARM (share in the above example) to the parent directory (i.e., one directory
up) where all SHARE input files are located. The program is invoked with./share command
(unless a different name was chosen by the user during compilation). The program opens the
sharerun.data file located in the current directory and performs tasks specified therein. See
Section 4 for details on how to run the program. The provided copy ofsharerun.data should
produce detailed output showing the program capabilities,which can used to check correct pro-
gram operation by comparing with the provided sample outputin thesampleoutput directory.
Tests were run on both 32 and 64 bit processors with two different versions of CERN libraries.
Differences between platforms appear when fitted parameters arenot constrained by data, see
Section 4.6.

7. Summary of current SHM status

SHARE with CHARM is an analysis tool developed specifically to study particle production in
relativistic heavy-ion collisions spanning an energy range from compact baryonic matter through
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the entire RHIC range up to top LHC energy. SHARE with CHARM isparticularly suitable to
address the following questions (italic font show new features of this release):

• What is chemical freeze-out temperature, chemical potentials, and volume?
• Which quark flavors are in chemical equilibrium at hadronization and those that are not, how

abundant are they?
• What are the physical bulk properties of the hadronizing fireball?
• Are particle yield fluctuations compatible with hadron yields and ratios?
• Is charm subject to statistical hadronization?

• How large is the contribution of charm hadron decays to the final light hadron yields?

• How does accounting for charm decay feed change the hadronization conditions?

• Does charm hadronize at the same temperature as the light hadron freeze-out?

The need for the new version of SHARE with CHARM arises from the necessity of including
charm hadrons into statistical hadronization model as theybecome significant in heavy-ion colli-
sion experiments at LHC energy range. In the upgraded program, a flexible treatment of charm
hadrons has been introduced, and we provide full charm hadron list and, more importantly, a full
decay tree compiled to the best of current knowledge of charmdecays in a procedure that assures
cross-particle symmetries and consistence.

At the time of preparing this publication, there is no charm hadron yield measured at LHC.
With partial measurement of theD0–pT -spectrum, we estimate its invariant yielddN/dy to be
in the range of 1.3 < dND0/dy < 9.0, corresponding toNcc̄ ∈ (6, 45). However, in primary
parton collisions a more generous result comes from scalingthe total charm cross-section inpp

collisionsσcc, which impliesNcc̄ = 246± 154 [20], where most of the uncertainty is inherent
from theσcc uncertainty. SHARE with CHARM is capable of exploring both of these regions.
As soon as a single charm hadron yield data becomes available, fitting this hadron using SHARE
with CHARM will help to constrain the total amount of charm present at hadronization allowing to
cross check with the production models. With a second charm hadron yield, the difference between
light and charm hadronization temperature can be constrained. And finally, with additional charm
particle yields, we will be able to answer if charm hadronizes according to statistical hadronization
principles.

We believe that at the time of writing, SHARE with CHARM is theonly SHM implementation
capable of:

• accounting for full chemical non-equilibrium of all four quark flavors,u, d, s andc,
• characterizing and/or fitting bulk properties of the particle source,
• evaluating the produced hardon fluctuations,
• quantifying the charm hadron contribution to hadron abundances,

aside from providing the other features necessary to describe soft hadron production in relativistic
heavy-ion collisions in the entire energy range.
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MINIMIZATION BEGINNING:

DATE: (DD/MM/YYYY) 02/10/2013 TIME : 10:25:01

MINOS USED

MINIMIZATION ENDED:

DATE: (DD/MM/YYYY) 02/10/2013 TIME : 10:29:40

UNITS: ENERGY IN GeV, DENSITY IN 1/fm^3

norm 2016.96748104 +/- 514.77966545 limits: 9.0000 9999.0000

temp 0.13874385 +/- 0.00318504 limits: 0.1000 0.3000

lamq 1.00342938 +/- 0.00212175 limits: 0.1000 10.0000

lams 1.00244858 +/- 0.00282915 limits: 0.1000 10.0000

gamq 1.62580973 +/- 0.20753029 limits: 0.1000 2.5000

gams 2.02558686 +/- 0.34331419 limits: 0.1000 9.0000

lmi3 1.00001307 +/- 0.00032856 limits: 0.0100 92.5000

Ncbc 0.00000000

tc2t 1.00000000

dvol 0.00000000

gam3 1.00000000

lamc 1.00000000

T_charm 0.13874 +/- 0.003185

CHEMICAL POTENTIALS:

MU_B 0.1425E-02 +/- 0.9128E-03 GeV

MU_S 0.1357E-03 +/- 0.6818E-03 GeV

MUI3 0.1813E-05 +/- 0.4563E-04 GeV

PHASE SPACE:

gamma_u 1.62581 +/- 0.207530

gamma_d 1.62581 +/- 0.207530

gamma_s 2.02559 +/- 0.343314

gamma_c 1.00000 +/- 0.000000

QUANTUM statistics used

TOP BOTTOM THEORY EXP ERROR CHITERM FEED-DOWN

netcharge prt_yield 0.539067 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

negatives prt_yield 535.853641 900.000000 50.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

positives prt_yield 536.392604 900.000000 50.000000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

02+03 prt_yield 0.107225E+04 0.180000E+04 0.100000E+03 0.000000E+00 NOWK_FEED

netbaryon prt_yield 1.403899 1.414000 0.014000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

net_charm prt_yield 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 NOWK_FEED

tot_charm prt_yield 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 NOWK_FEED

netcharge netbaryon 0.383979 0.384000 0.020000 -0.001066 NOWK_FEED

netstrang totstrang 0.960533E-03 0.000000E+00 0.100000E-01 0.960533E-01 NOWK_FEED

totenergy tot_prime 0.716223 0.750000 0.002000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

entropy_t prdensity 3.248172 3.300000 0.200000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

totenergy prdensity 0.469460 0.400000 0.040000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED

totstrang entropy_t 0.058557 0.072000 0.004000 0.000000 NOWK_FEED


